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“With capitalism, man exploits man. With socialism, it’s the other way around.”1
As the 2020 election rhetoric unfolds, President Donald Trump has drawn a line in
the sand proclaiming the United States will never be a socialist country. In part,
this is a tactical move to split the Democratic Party’s center from its avowedly
socialist left wing while arousing America’s historic discomfort with the socialist
label.2 Sen. Bernie Sanders and other leftward Democrats describe an
increasingly unequal America in which a capitalist system, reinforced by the
political leverage of the elite, is fattening the fortunes of people at the top, while
leaving millions struggling to pay for housing, food, transportation and medical
care. Championing free-market capitalism, the administration and Republican
majorities in the last Congress pushed through major tax cuts for the wealthiest
and continue working to trim welfare and social insurance programs.
It would be a shame if election debate devolves into a simplistic brawl over
abstract labels, competing “isms” – caricatures an extremely complex economic
and political system. Closer to the truth, and more constructive, is to take a closer
look at how capitalism and socialism already are co-embedded in nation’s policies
and economy. Modern nations to a large extent function as blends of these two
concepts with each extreme posing systemic dangers to public welfare and the
stability of democratic governance. Varying types of socialism have evolved in
response to displacement of workers and revaluation of life left in the wake of
capitalism’s stream of changing technologies.
This paper explores two basic questions. The first is the extent to which
capitalism, which emphasizes the rights of individuals to pursue their interests,
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and socialism, which focuses on group needs, tend to function in tandem as much
as they do in conflict. Purist capitalism creates extreme inequality and anarchy.
Purist socialism exerts a magnetic pull toward totalitarianism, lack of economic
initiative, and a lower standard of living as the prices paid for equality and
stability. However, if neither force wins out, each can help balance the extreme
risks posed by of the other.
Many agree that the political pendulum in recent decades has swung in favor of
capitalism. The paper also discusses a range of public policies that can be used to
reduce its imbalances and risks, particularly capitalism’s tendency to concentrate
wealth. These policies include programs to help the poorest, social insurance,
higher taxation of income and wealth, and rechanneling to all citizens a portion of
profits from private exploitation of public assets and business activities enabled
by public laws and infrastructure.
The political antagonism between capitalists and socialists belies what is often a
complementary relationship. These concepts are modern-day manifestations of
ancient drives that have helped shape human evolution: competition and
cooperation. In order to survive, individuals need to adapt to or change their
environment and be strong enough to reproduce. This involves asserting oneself
and one’s interests and competing in the physical and biological world. But
success in nature can’t be the result of individuals acting alone.3 Surviving while
raising children requires formation of families and larger social groups, all
functions demanding cooperative behavior and the weighing of self-interest
against group interest.
Characteristics of Capitalism
Some definitions are in order. Capitalism is an economic and political system
based on ownership of private property, ability to exchange goods in competitive
markets, and improvement of the standard of living through development of
technology. Businesses selling products and services to consumers have an
incentive to expand profits by making more efficient use of labor, machines, and
materials. Accumulated profits can be invested to develop new technology that
can help consumers buy cheaper and better product and producers cut costs.
Capitalist systems cannot operate without rules and ethical standards. Today’s
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economies need political systems that provide military and police protection to
facilitate trade, laws protecting private property, rules to support fair trade and
labor practices and limit monopoly, and monetary and banking systems.
Since the allies’ victory in the Second World War, capitalism has played a key role
in expanding global wealth and lifting billions of people out of poverty. However,
as public policies put in place during and following the war and Great Depression
have aged, Western capitalist economies faced renewed criticisms including
disempowering and devaluing workers and putting many out of work.4 Its
emphasis on relentless introduction of efficient ways to make things and to
introduce new products leads to booms and depressions. As labor becomes more
specialized and machinery replaces labor, workers often have less bargaining
leverage to protect jobs and wages.
Capitalism is a form of utilitarianism or materialism. When viewed as a tool,
capitalism can promote survival and the quality of life. Yet, by becoming an end in
itself, capitalism can undermine biological survival. For example, if people realize
that a way to increase individual wealth and consumption is to have fewer
children, family structure may weaken and the birth rate ebb to a point where a
population begins to decline. A weakness long ago forecast by analysts of
capitalism, people in the United States and many other relatively wealthy
countries today fail to produce enough offspring to replace themselves and
support further economic growth and social insurance systems.5 A fundamental
question arises: What is more important to human survival: amassing material
wealth or passing life and genes forward in time? Another challenge is
environmental. If capitalism’s failure to price the negative impact of pollution
results in lower food production and large-scale environmental damage, then the
Earth may not be able to support as much human life.6
Systemic Wealth and Income Concentration
Despite the buffering effects of government programs for the poorest and social
insurance in developed nations, rising income and wealth inequality since the
1970s has spurred a new generation of political economists to re-explore what
many see as another major imbalance in capitalism: systemic inequality. In his
landmark “Capital in the 21st Century,” Thomas Piketty makes the general case
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that, if the rate of return on capital is greater than the growth rate of a nation’s
economy, then wealth will tend to concentrate at the top of the economic
spectrum.7 The work of Piketty and many others in documenting wealth and
income concentration has broadened the scope of the economics profession to
examine interactions of politics and the marketplace and put more emphasis and
resources into how policies impact people in different economic strata. Earlier
this year, for example, the U.S. Federal Reserve Board announced it has created a
new dataset to provide quarterly updates tracking wealth distribution. According
to the Fed research team: “Wealth concentration is an important characteristic of
the United States economy, with evidence mounting that concentration has
increased over the last 30 years.”8
While U.S. workers’ productivity has increased, wages for all but the most affluent
have stagnated. A significant and possibly growing share of the population owns
little or no productive capital. In an unvirtuous cycle, those with money have
enough leverage to tilt public policy in their favor. Wealth combined with political
power begets more wealth. Growing attention to this phenomenon has raised
many concerns. Without shifts in policy, greater concentration of wealth could
lead to a smaller middle class; higher levels of poverty; greater pressure for
spending to meet the needs of the elderly, disabled and poor; constrained
aggregate demand for goods and services; and less capacity to raise government
revenue.9 Many economic models assume that capitalism distributes the profits
and savings of the wealthy into investments that lift all boats through economywide growth. Yet, there’s ample evidence that savings does not automatically
transfer into investment and much of it remains in the coffers of individuals and
corporations. Some argue that the advantage of those on top in amassing wealth
and political power is so pronounced that, absent redistribution through taxes,
expanded social insurance to protect against the risk of lacking basic necessities,
or other means, the playing field can only be leveled by social and labor supply
disruptions brought on by wars, revolutions, and plagues.10
Evolution of Modern Democratic Socialism
Concepts of modern socialism arose as millions left rural areas to work in
factories. In the 19th century, Karl Marx’s seminal critique of capitalism
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emphasized the power of factory owners and financers to exploit workers in
order to expand profits. Using analytical methods that had a deep influence on
mainstream economics, Marx saw capitalism as a step forward from the postfeudal system it replaced but argued that it led a massive degree of unequal
wealth and power.11 He saw human history as a series of competing forces driven
by class conflicts. He foresaw a revolution led by the working class that would
institute a highly centralized form of socialism, and ultimately a communist
society based on common ownership and planned control of the means of
production. The main problem with Marx’s utopian vision is that yoking the
entire economy under the control of a government can easily devolve into a
totalitarian regime.
In his classic “Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy,” political economist Joseph
Schumpeter analyzed the evolution of socialism from capitalism and whether
socialism could be compatible with democratic governance. Writing as New Deal
policies were being put in place and Second World War breaking out, Schumpeter
defined socialist society as one with “an institutional pattern in which the control
over the means of production and over production itself is vested with a central
authority…as a matter of principle, the economic affairs of society belong to the
public and not to the private sphere.”12 This definition is a good point of
departure. His analysis does not distinguish socialism from communism in
functional terms, only as historical labels.
Schumpeter reckoned that a socialist society could operate under a democratic
form of government. He cautioned, however, that conjoining centralized control
of the economy with a country’s political apparatus would run a high risk of
undermining democracy. To be fair, a similar risk is posed in a nominally
democratic country dominated by private monopolies or oligarchies that may use
surplus profits to buy influence from government officials or gain control of the
military. The result in such a case might be a banana republic rather than a
communist regime. Neither case offers an efficient means of investing profits or
feedback loops to match production with what diverse groups of people want or
need.
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Schumpeter applauded Marx’s analytic contribution as an economist and
sociologist but was skeptical of Marx as a prophet and viewed his vision of
communism as utopian religion. Schumpeter had a favorable view of
entrepreneurial capitalism’s ability to improve the overall quality of life, despite
his emphasis on the creative destruction left in its wake of constantly changing
technology.
Like Marx, many believers in “unfettered markets” also make religious leaps of
faith. There is no stable pure form of capitalism in the strict libertarian sense.
Markets need structure, protection from piracy and corruption, and laws to
enforce property rights and reliable commercial transactions. Before capitalism
grew to dominate Western culture, it sprouted on top of a post-feudal institutions
that provided a religious, and social basis for its incubation – including the church,
Christian beliefs of spiritual equality, the rule making power of the sovereign.
Many of the institutions that bound societies together withered as capitalist
systems came of age.
Strategies for Moderating Risks Posed by Capitalism
With the benefit of hindsight, this essay now examines a series of adaptions to
the excesses of market capitalism with varying intensity of government
intervention and control of the market. In the heat of political discourse, many of
these policies might be called socialist approaches or steps toward a socialist
system.
1. As discussed above, an extreme adaptation is a Marxist system that, through
revolution or evolution, eliminates private property and production,
endowing the government the power to plan and operate the country’s
industrial sector as well as how products and services are distributed.
Ironically, revolutions imposing this type of socialism have only been possible
in countries, such as Russia, China and Cuba, that were latecomers to
capitalism in which the transition from agrarian feudal society to large scale
industrial production was the most abrupt and disruptive. Such revolutions
typically did not occur in industrialized countries with democratic traditions
that already had begun modifying capitalist systems to buffer some of their
negative impacts on those with the least wealth and power.
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2. More commonly found today are blended political economic systems that
protect private property and production while regulating the economy and
buffering the negative impacts of capitalism enough to achieve political
stability. The government fosters capitalism by helping to develop needed
public infrastructure to enable and expand trade (e.g., building
transportation networks, policing market conduct and competition, and
operating education systems). The political system, in turn, provides
workers and consumers with enough leverage to claim resources to reduce
the impact of unemployment and poverty. Minimum wage regulation, wage
supplements, welfare payments, food stamps, mental hospitals and prisons,
health coverage for the low-income families, and winter sheltering of the
homeless are examples of government initiatives typically targeted to the
most needy and lowest income. Such programs often carry some degree of
social stigma and tend to be run as cheaply as possible. Those benefiting have
the least political power.
A National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine study group
recently estimated that the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and refundable
portion of Child Tax Credit dramatically reduce the U.S. child poverty rate.
Without these wage supplement programs, the child poverty rate would be
18.9 percent rather than 13 percent. Similarly, elimination of food stamps
would raise the child poverty rate to 18.2%.13
3. Modern governments also operate social insurance programs with
sustainable financing systems to make sure that all workers and their
families receive basic services such as medical care and have enough income
to survive in old age or when unable to work through disability. The primary
examples in the United States are Social Security and Medicare. Although
designed to help the poor, it can be argued that Medicaid also functions as a
de facto social insurance program by paying for long term care for aged
middle-class people who don’t have enough savings to otherwise afford it.
Many social insurance “purists” will disagree, in part because the legislation
creating Medicaid does not explicitly describe it in social insurance terms.
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Rather than targeting only the poorest and more vulnerable, social insurance
involves collecting contributions, typically through taxation, and distributing
benefits among the entire population or a major cross-section of it, such as the
elderly. Social insurance typically is authorized through legislation that articulates
communitarian principles. Political support for social insurance programs tends
to be anchored in the middle class. They have proven to be durable stabilizers
insuring against market risks.
Because major U.S. social insurance programs provide income and medical
services to the elderly, the greying of the population has increased political
tension over future funding. These programs require a lot of money and will need
more. Medicare spending is expected to grow from 2.9 percent of GDP in 2018 to
6.1 percent in 2047.14 Social Security spending amounted to five percent of U.S.
GDP in 2016 and is projected to grow to about six percent by 2035.15 Medicaid
absorbs about 2.5% of GDP and can be expected to grow since most of its
spending goes toward long term care for the elderly and disabled. Also, more
states will likely expand Obamacare coverage for single working-age adults.16
These three programs soon will funnel about one seventh of U.S. income from
one set of taxpayers to another of beneficiaries. Maintaining and updating these
programs will likely require higher taxes, not just for the wealthy few, but also for
the middle class.17
Growing wealth inequality already has constricted revenue for Social Security, the
nation’s most popular public program. In recent decades, as Americans at the top
of the economic spectrum amassed equities, bonds, and other assets, the portion
of national income from capital investment rose significantly while the share of
national output going to labor has fallen.18 Labor’s share of U.S. output fell about
eight percentage points between 1995 and 2013 compared to just over three
percentage points across other OECD countries. Because Social Security relies
primarily on a tax on labor for its sustenance, the relative growth of capital
income gradually is choking off a source of revenue.19
Wider economic disparities may gradually result in low-income workers being
unable to afford, and high-income taxpayers being unwilling to pay, tax increases
needed to help an already shrinking American middle class20 keep social insurance
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programs afloat. In the United States, this drama is evidenced in conflicts over
how to pay for Social Security and Medicare for the now-retiring Baby Boomers.
Financing these programs in the future will require benefit cuts, higher taxes, or
both – all politically painful decisions. Meanwhile, public debt has reached
historic highs. To make matters worse, the last Congress ramped up long-term
fiscal pressure by enacting major tax cuts.
Figure 1 – Inequality in U.S. Household Income, 201521

As shown in Figure 1 above, public policies that transfer wealth and provide social
insurance have significantly reduced the level of American inequality -- but not its
upward march. (Note that the picture predates recent development in the
economy and recent tax changes, which primarily benefited the people with
higher incomes.) Figure 2, below, shows that, while federal taxes tend to be
progressive (rates rising with income), government transfers are less so,
depending on how one looks at them. For example, households in the lowest9

income fifth (quintile) of the population receive less in government transfers in
absolute amounts than in the higher-income quintiles. However, lower-income
households receive much more in government transfers relative to their market
income -- and enough to lift many families over the official poverty line. One
might wonder why the federal government provides income subsidies to affluent
people at all since this might appear to be an inefficient use of tax revenue.
Higher-income people and allied business lobbies have enough political leverage
to legislate large income and wealth transfers favoring themselves, including tax
breaks on mortgages and employer-provided health coverage and pensions.
These tax breaks and others, in effect, cancel out much of the American tax
system’s progressivity.

Figure 2 – Average Household Income, Transfers, and Taxes, by Before-Tax
Income Group, 201322
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Across OECD countries, taxes and transfers reduce market income inequality by
slightly more than 25 percent. However, as shown in Figure 3 below, this average
masks wide variation, ranging from a 40 percent reduction in Ireland to around
five percent in Chile.23 Although taxes and transfer programs play a crucial role in
redistributing income and reducing inequality, widening inequality resulting from
globalization and other developments have increased pressure to raise taxes on
the highest levels of income and wealth, and spurred debate about introducing
universal basic income (UBI).24 A recent study of a variety of UBI experiments
concludes that funds distributed would do more good if invested in social
insurance or public programs targeted to the most vulnerable.25

Figure 3 - The Equalizing Effect of Taxes and Transfers Varies Widely across
OECD countries26

4. Governments can directly operate a significant part of the economy. For many
reasons, it is difficult and unwise for nations to place control and operation of the
military in the hands of the private sector. History shows, for example, that the
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loyalty of Rome’s legions to wealthy commanders rather than elected bodies was
a major factor in the downfall of its republic.
Perhaps ironically, capitalist countries with large military commitments already
have taken a step toward socialism to the extent that the government plans and
operates a major part of the economy. The United States, still the world’s most
powerful nation and self-appointed guardian of global trade, spends more than
any other nation on defense, about 3.5 to 6 percent of GDP depending on what’s
included in the accounting.27 Playing the role of world policeman may leave the
United States with less political and budgetary slack compared to its trading
partners to operate social programs without approaching a possible “tipping
point” at which an economy as a whole might be thought of as centrally planned.
During major wars, capitalist democracies can take on many characteristics of
socialist regimes. In the United States, mobilizing for World War II led to a much
more powerful executive branch, large tax increases, a war production board,
wage and price controls, and mandatory military service. The Roosevelt
administration exerted tight control over a normally quasi-independent Federal
Reserve Bank in order to help finance the war with low-interest bonds.28 U.S.
military spending rose from 1.6% of GDP in 1940 to 37% in 1945.29 Top U.S.
marginal personal income rates reached their highest points during World War I
(77 percent), the Great Depression (79 percent), and World War II (94 percent)
and have gradually declined since 1946. (See Table 1 below.) Militarization can
have equalizing cultural impacts, such as wage compression and the beginning of
the civil rights movement in the U.S. during the 1950s.
Fighting an existential war against fully mobilized totalitarian nations meant
mimicking them to some degree. It’s interesting to note that, despite its eventual
failure to compete with Western capitalism in the posts-war period, the Soviet
Union’s communist government and centrally planned economy, with American
aid, was effective in repulsing the German invasion.
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Table 1 – Highest U.S. Marginal Income Tax Rates30

Most Western nations finance health insurance for all citizens. Some work
through private-sector insurers and medical providers. Great Britain combines
national financing with a government run medical system. In the U.S., the
Veterans Administration operates its own health system while larger programs,
including Medicare and Medicaid, pay insurers and health care providers to
provide services to beneficiaries. Roughly half of Americans receive health
coverage as government-subsidized employee benefits.
The extent of government ownership and direct control over production and
services is an important factor in analyzing the type and extent of socialism
imposed on a capitalist system. Today, some on the left draw distinctions
between the kind of “social democracy” practiced by Nordic countries to modify
market economies, and more intrusive “democratic socialism,” which seeks
replacement of a worldwide system of capitalist exploitation in need of
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fundamental reform.31 In Norway, which is typically thought of as a social
democracy, government-owned enterprises account for nearly 60 percent of GDP,
mostly through Equinor, the state-owned oil company, but employ only about 10
percent of the national workforce. All told, the Norwegian public sector employs
about 30 percent of the workforce, the highest proportion in the capitalist world.
5. Growing economic inequality has the amplified the case to expand the use of
wealth taxes, particularly for those in top echelons. Expanding the use of
wealth taxes is controversial and encumbered by many technical issues. Yet,
some already are deeply embedded in U.S. public finance. American state and
local governments use property taxes on the value of homes and vehicles to
finance education and other programs. The federal government has long
taxed the wealth of the dead through the estate tax. Though there is constant
political pressure to eliminate it, only two in every 1,000 estates is subject to
the estate tax.32 Until recently, discussion of expanding wealth taxes was
virtually taboo. Now, many on the left have set their sights on expanding the
estate tax and instituting novel forms of wealth taxes in order to fund various
improvements of the social safety net and to stem the transfer of wealth
between generations.33

Working with colleagues of Piketty, presidential candidate Sen. Elizabeth Warren
has proposed both expanding the estate tax and enacting a new progressive
wealth tax on the very rich.34 UC Berkeley’s Emmanuel Saez and Gabriel Zucman
make the case that Warren’s proposal to tax the assets of the ultra-wealthy could
raise substantial revenue (about one percent of U.S. GDP) and help moderate
wealth concentration without significant negative effects on the economy.35
Among countries that already have a wealth tax, revenue collected varies from
0.2 percent of GDP in Spain and France to about one percent of GDP in
Switzerland. Enforcing a wealth tax would require the IRS to develop new capacity
to track and value various types of assets in real time. A former Republican,
Warren portrays herself believer in capitalism whose experience and legal
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research revealed the need for aggressive regulation of its harmful impacts on
consumers and average working people.

One of Piketty’s central ideas is that when the rate of return on capital is greater
than the growth of the economy, the rich will get richer. Wealthier people and
owners of capital have enough political power to extract surplus profits from
businesses, generate higher rates of return on investments, and constrain wages.
There is no “invisible hand” in the marketplace that naturally corrects tendency of
wealth to concentrate. In most countries, the bottom half of the income
distribution has zero or very small amounts of net assets, other than the imputed
value of social insurance programs. While about half of workers have no earnings
from property, those with the largest aggregations of capital tend to receive
higher rates of return, in part due to their ability to afford superior financial
advice. Another explanation for higher rates of return for wealthier people is that
they can put more of their capital in higher-risk, higher-return ventures while the
less well-off need to keep a higher proportion of assets liquid and can’t afford to
take on as much risk.36

Extracting taxes from the wealthiest and most powerful in society is always
challenging for governments.37 It’s very difficult to ascertain how much someone
is worth and there are many ways to keep assets such as cash, stocks, and bonds
from public view. In 17th century Europe, when capitalism mostly involved smallscale workshops rather than factory mass production and complex financial
systems, English and French tax collectors counted a residence’s windows to
estimate the owner’s wealth.38 This way, net worth could be estimated crudely
from outside the dwelling. The instinct to avoid taxes was strong. Windows were
often disguised or boarded up, which could result in unhealthy living conditions.
In today’s global economy, if governments set wealth taxes too high, property
owners have an incentive to hide them, shelter them, or to move them to other
political jurisdictions. The same dynamic plays out with taxes on corporate
profits.
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6. In theory, if earnings from capital systemically outstrip reward for labor,
strategies to lessen growing inequality could include funneling a slice of
profits to individuals. Institutionalizing such strategies could result in a form
of inclusive capitalism in which all workers can own and/or benefit from
working capital while avoiding centralized control of production. Business
owners can voluntarily share ownership and profits through Employee Stock
Ownership Plans or pay employees in the form of stocks or stock options.
However, capital-sharing practices like these are not widespread in the United
States. Further, many workers lack the financial skills to generate rates of
return from equities or financial instruments comparable to wealthier people
or to simply protect themselves from predatory practices.
Shortly after oil from Alaska’s North Slope began flowing to market, the state
created the Permanent Fund through which it sets aside a share of oil and gas
revenues to benefit current and future generations. Each year, Alaskans register
to receive dividends from the fund. The amounts usually range from $1,000 to
$2,000 per person and $4,000 to $8,000 for a family of four.39 Fund distributions
are very popular among voters and perceived more as an adaptation of capitalism
than a socialist intervention. Last year, following a backlash after his
administration cut payment amounts, independent Gov. Bill Walker opted not run
for re-election.
A similar fund could be set up nationally to share revenue the federal government
collects for rights to extract minerals, oil, and gas and use federal land for
agriculture. Some experts say that Uncle Sam does not collect enough rents for
use and depletion of natural resources.40 Somewhat higher fees and rents for
exploiting natural resources, however, are unlikely to generate the amount of
revenue that needed to change a structural advantage of capital over labor. Yet,
such a national fund might provide workers with modest amounts of income or
seed capital and provide psychological and symbolic reinforcement for a larger
system of inclusive capitalism. Revenue could also be channeled into the fund
from fees for the use of airwaves and federally funded transportation corridors
and ports.
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Nineteenth century American political economist Henry George, whose ideas
helped spark the Progressive Movement, argued that, while workers should own
the value of what they themselves produce, economic rents (surplus profits)
derived from land and natural resources should belong equally to all members of
society. He reasoned that society could “recapture the value of its common
inheritance, raise wages, improve land use, and eliminate the need for taxes on
productive activity” by taxing land values.41
While improving economic equity, Alaska places no restrictions on how residents
can use fund dividends. Dividends spent on consumption fail to provide many
residents with savings and compounded capital earnings over time. The same
issue occurs with compensation in the form in stock that can be converted into
instant cash. Another problem with both systems is that capital investment is not
diversified. When the state’s oil depletes or the firm offering an ESOP hits a
rough patch, payments dry up.
Capital Sharing through Universal Retirement Savings and Investment Systems
Some countries have set up systems that include all workers in diversified capital
investment. Both Australia and Great Britain operate universal retirement savings
systems in which funds are invested in working assets. Time will tell whether
these systems will have large enough impacts to make capitalism more equitable
through broad ownership of working assets and returns comparable to investors
with higher income and wealth.
In the United States, work toward universal retirement savings coverage has been
slow and opposed by powerful lobbies representing wealthier people, the
employee benefit industry, and businesses. Several states are experimenting with
expanded or near-universal retirement savings programs. Current federal policy
of encouraging voluntary contributions to workplace retirement savings accounts
through tax breaks favoring those in higher tax brackets arguably widens the
wealth gap, while leaving millions of workers outside the system with little or no
assets.42 A fairer system would subsidize worker contributions more progressively
and leave no one out. A universal retirement savings system – particularly for
workers with limited income -- requires two basic elements: Funds to put in a
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long-term savings and investment account, and an account overseen by a
fiduciary.
Congress, for example, could set up a national system of individual retirement
savings accounts for everyone issued a Social Security number. These accounts
would not replace, but rather would complement Social Security and existing
private-sector retirement plans.43 A board overseeing this system would have a
fiduciary duty for managing the accounts, which would be particularly helpful to
workers whose employers offer no retirement plan, and to low-wage workers
excluded from today’s retirement savings system. The accounts could also
provide a helpful service to employers, and lower administrative costs, by
accepting 401(k) and 403(b) transfers from small “orphaned” accounts left behind
when employees leave their jobs.44
The federal government could make modest contributions to these accounts to
complement workers’ contributions -- optimally, the lower someone’s wage, the
higher the contribution. Workers would be offered basic financial education and
would have some latitude to choose from a basic menu of investment options
resembling what federal employees have. Seed money to put in individual
accounts could be raised by through progressive adjustments to current
retirement savings tax subsidies, required employer contributions, or in novel
ways such as a small tax on equity market transactions.45
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Figure 4 – Model for a Universal Retirement Savings and Investment System46

Paradoxically, in order to reap the benefits of capital investment, many workers,
particularly those with low wages and immediate cash needs, must be influenced
to save money that they otherwise might choose to spend. To accommodate
diverse worker preferences, the accounts could be designed with some flexibility
to allow withdrawals for emergencies or to allow a certain amount to be
withdrawn each year.47 However, to achieve a public purpose of providing income
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security in old age, most of the balance, including all government contributions,
should be shielded from early withdrawals.48
What’s in a Name? Competitive Socialism? Inclusive Capitalism?
Commonwealth?
Political antennae on the right sense a weak spot. Americans generally are
accepting of the words social, social work, sociology, social science, and
sociability. They very much like Social Security. But many, particularly older
Americans who lived during the Cold War era, cringe when hearing the term
“socialism.” They associate the socialist brand with the kind communism
practiced in Mao’s China and Stalin’s Soviet Union: work camps, mass executions,
denial of human rights, and famines.49 China and Russia’s present-day
combinations of state and oligarchical capitalism built on chassis of communist
bureaucracy are hard for average people to fathom and easy for politicians to
stereotype. Critics of socialism spotlight the distress of Venezuela while ignoring
similar chaos and poverty in nearby non-socialist dictatorships. Despite these
entrenched biases, many younger American voters see merit in the broader social
safety net provided by many allies in Europe.50
The connotations of a political label are crucial. A few percentage points are often
the margin needed to win or lose public office. So, why not consider some new
ones – or old ones? What about “commonwealth,” a label commonly found in the
American political ecosystem. Policies to soften the bite of market capitalism –
including taxes/programs to help the poorest, social insurance, selected
government-run enterprises, more progressive income taxes and wealth levies,
and universal profit sharing and capital ownership – could be portrayed as
features of a “commonwealth” rather than a socialist state. States of all political
hues – Kentucky (red), Massachusetts (blue), and Virginia (purple) – already are
officially called commonwealths. Commonwealth is a traditional English term
describing a political community working for the public good. According to
Wikipedia, the term implies the sharing of wealth: “Originally a phrase (the
common-wealth or the common weal – echoed in the modern synonym ‘public
weal’) it comes from the old meaning of ‘wealth’, which is ‘well-being’, and is
itself a loose translation of the Latin res publica (republic).”51 Would a political
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movement working toward “A Greater Commonwealth,” for example, smell
sweeter to voters than “Democratic Socialism”?
During the Great Depression, Roosevelt chose the “New Deal” to communicate a
raft of egalitarian policies. His rival Sen. Huey Long also avoided socialist labelling
when he launched a far more redistributive proposal in 1934 under the banner of
“Share Our Wealth.”52 Support for the program surged as the Louisiana populist
and his followers organized Share Our Wealth clubs around the country. By the
summer of 1935, more than 27,000 clubs boasted a combined membership of
exceeding 7.5 million. Long’s agenda echoes some of today’s “socialist” proposals,
such as free college, but went much further, setting caps on wealth, income, and
inheritance and guaranteeing every family an annual income of $2,000, which was
one-third the national average. Long was assassinated in September 1935.
Sharing the Nation’s Wealth
America’s founding documents reflect a cultural bias toward equality of
opportunity, liberty to pursue economic interests, and constraint of federal
executive and legislative power.53 Beginning with the Washington
administration’s struggle to finance Revolutionary war debts and pay soldiers, the
federal government has faced difficulty gaining political support to finance
collective needs. The first income tax was authorized during the nation’s greatest
crisis, the Civil War. The legacy of the slave economy still creates conflicts among
workers based on race, making it harder for Americans to coalesce around social
democratic concepts that took root more easily in other industrial countries with
more homogenous populations. The identity politics of today’s left continue to
deflect attention from widening economic inequality.
The economic crisis of the Great Depression provided political impetus for
establishment of the country’s first social insurance programs: Social Security and
Unemployment Insurance. But the Roosevelt-era Congress was not yet ready to
enact national health insurance. Major steps toward that goal came in 1965 with
the creation of Medicare for the elderly and disabled, and in 2010 with passage of
the Affordable Care Act, which has dramatically lowered the number of workingage uninsured.
In part because of the division of power between the House, Senate, and
executive branch, opportunities to pass major social legislation in the United
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States occur rarely, when one party dominates. This also makes it difficult to
eliminate major programs. Social insurance programs carry additional protection
from repeal because they are considered “entitlements” that don’t require
periodic Congressional authorization. In contrast, spending for most health and
welfare programs directed at the poor, requires annual authorization and
appropriation, allowing many procedural opportunities to narrow their spigots.
Poverty programs are financed with general revenues. Social Security, Medicare,
and unemployment benefits are mainly financed through payroll taxes, shielded
from regular political battles over spending priorities.
The more culturally accepted, the more a public program redistributing income
and wealth can be hardwired into the economic apparatus. People are less likely
to miss payroll taxes culled by employers on behalf of the government before
they get their paychecks than they are if the government attempts to extract
taxes from money already in hand. The difficulties in imposing a wealth tax bear
this out. Such taxes create incentives to hide wealth, move wealth to another
country, or shift profiting seeking activity outside the reach of the system.54
Generating funds for wealth sharing systems may face similar issues of avoidance.
For example, if companies traded on public stock exchanges are tapped for
contributions, investors could move funds to private equity funds, bonds, or other
financial instruments. For these reasons, it makes practical sense to glean capital
revenue from natural resources or business profits broadly from the supply side,
preferably before it lands in the hands of individuals. Pre-distribution is favorable
to redistribution.
Should amounts being re-directed through capital sharing systems to lowerincome individuals fail to stem systemic wealth concentration, or have
unintended negative impacts, future governments could adjust accordingly. Of
course, such systems would not operate in isolation. They would function as one
set of many tools working to manage income and wealth gaps including other
strategies mentioned in this paper. After authorization by the government, it’s
important for wealth sharing systems to be operationally insulated from the
political sphere. Their governing bodies should include a variety of key actors in
the economy including businesses, workers, and those with experience in fiscal
and monetary policy.
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Binding Cultural Values
As with other policy interventions, the political will to tax the wealthy or set up
profit-sharing systems is likely to be strongest when a nation faces an imminent
threat or when a critical mass of voters perceives that the economy systematically
leaves them behind. When the wolf is at the door, the wealthy are more inclined
to open their pocketbooks and tolerate higher taxes in order to mobilize the
lower ranks to put their lives on the line in the common interest, or to prevent
civil war. In the long run, however, an egalitarian political economy requires
cultural values that bind citizens together and help smooth over differences
during periods of relative peace and prosperity.
American leaders have struggled to reconcile conflicting values of equality and
freedom since the nation’s beginning. In stark contrast to Thomas Jefferson’s
emphasis on republican equality, Federalist John Adams argued that individuals
were fundamentally unequal in nature: some more intelligent and stronger than
others. He thought freedom to act in one’s interest would naturally amplify
inequality, and that the false notions of equality espoused by his Democratic
opponents threatened the aristocracy necessary to maintain national stability.55
Despite the predominance of capitalist values, American culture still honors a
sense of what Adams called “moral equality” among its people as well as equality
of opportunity to improve one’s lot in life. Facing sometimes violent resistance
from the owners of capital, the United States has managed to eliminate slavery
and extend civil and voting rights from men with property to the entire
citizenship, while maintaining a large degree of economic freedom.
In the ebb and flow of history, economic systems (“isms”) grow from cultural soil
that analysts often take for granted and that anchor and sometimes counteract
their extremes. Modern socialism stemmed from exploitive capitalism which, in
turn, emerged within the stability of institutions it was replacing such as an
established aristocracies and monarchical national states, burgeoning
democracies, and a growing commercial class. When the American Constitution
was written, Enlightenment values of science and reason were challenging
traditional religious beliefs. Many of America’s founders viewed organized
religion as foolish, but most presumed a Christian-era idea of human equality.56
Inside this world view, people find themselves in hierarchical roles - master/slave,
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wealthy/poor, worker/proprietor, male head of household/wife and children.
They give Caesar his due. But all live equal in spirit under the authority of a
supreme power and are guided by reciprocity of the golden rule.
As capitalist productivity and its consequential disruption grew, Marx predicted
that socialism would ultimately lead to a classless, stateless, humane form of
communism living by the following principle: "From each according to his ability,
to each according to his needs."57 This is the same principle that many Christian
and other religious groups strive toward. The key distinction is how the principle
is put to work. In the Marxist world, equality is imposed by a dictatorship
supposedly representing the working class. In the sphere of religious teaching,
working hard and sharing profits to meet others’ needs is voluntary. As the role
of religion and sense of spiritual equality fades in the face of growing materialism,
what forces could or will emerge to bind society together?
Thoughtful analysts favorable to capitalism pay much attention to how economic
liberty and social equality can co-function within a society. Exploring how the
ideas of Marx and other socialists took root in across Europe, Schumpeter
observed: “Every country has its own socialism.”58 Piketty, Stiglitz, Milanovic and
many others exploring the distributional fairness of today’s political economy are
suggesting ways to reform capitalism, not overturn it.59
As the world economy was being reorganized after World War II, economist
Friedrich Hayek, intellectual champion of many today’s libertarians, pointedly
described social insurance as compatible with capitalism. His defense of
individual liberty and economic freedom includes this passage: "...Where, as in
the case of sickness and accident, neither the desire to avoid such calamities nor
the efforts to overcome their consequences are as a rule weakened by the
provision of assistance -- where, in short, we deal with genuinely insurable risks -the case for the state's helping to organize a comprehensive system of social
insurance is very strong…(T)here is no incompatibility in principle between the
state's providing greater security in this way and the preservation of individual
freedom."60
Throughout “The Wealth of Nations,” often hailed as a manifesto of the free
market, Adam Smith wrestles with principles of equality and fairness. His first
principle of taxation is that the wealthy have to greatest obligation: “The subjects
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of every state ought to contribute towards the support of the government, as
nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective abilities; that is, in proportion
to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of the state.”
61
He likened a nation to a large estate in which all should contribute to its
upkeep in proportion to how much each benefits from the government’s
protection.62 Applied to the problem of systemic wealth concentration in today’s
capitalist regimes, Smith’s moral reasoning is not incompatible with a democratic
commonwealth ensuring that all citizens share the profits of the nation’s industry
and resources.
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